Abstract. Since the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite first began probing the Earth's atmosphere on 13 June 2006, several research groups dedicated to investigating the atmosphere's optical properties have conducted measurement campaigns to validate the CALIPSO data products. Recently, in order to address the lack of CALIPSO validation studies in the Southern Hemisphere, and especially the South American continent, the Lasers Environmental Applications Research Group at Brazil's Nuclear and Energy Research Institute (IPEN) initiated efforts to assess CALIPSO's aerosol lidar ratio estimates using the AERONET sun photometers installed at five different locations in Brazil. In this study we develop a validation methodology to evaluate the accuracy of the modeled values of the lidar ratios used by the CALIPSO extinction algorithms. We recognize that the quality of any comparisons between satellite and ground-based measurements depends on the degree to which the instruments are collocated, and that even selecting the best spatial and temporal matches does not provide an unequivocal guarantee that both instruments are measuring the same air mass. The validation methodology presented in this study therefore applies backward and forward air mass trajectories in order to obtain the best possible match between the air masses sampled by the satellite and the ground-based instruments, and thus reduces the uncertainties associated with aerosol air mass variations. Quantitative comparisons of lidar ratios determined from the combination of AERONET optical depth measurements and CALIOP integrated attenuated backscatter measurements show good agreement with the model values assigned by the CALIOP algorithm. These comparisons yield a mean percentage difference of −1.5 % ± 24 %. This result confirms the accuracy in the lidar ratio estimates provided by the CALIOP algorithms over Brazil to within an uncertainty range of no more than 30 %.
Introduction
Aerosols and clouds play an important role in the Earth's radiation budget since their physical and optical properties affect the scattering and absorption processes of solar radiation (Solomon et al., 2007) . Clouds act on atmospheric radiation processes by reflecting incoming sunlight back into space and by trapping thermal radiation emitted from the Earth's surface. Aerosols can act to either cool or warm the atmosphere. Cooling occurs when aerosols scatter incoming sun radiation back into space, whereas warming occurs due to the absorption of the incoming sunlight. Moreover, aerosol particles can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) affecting the concentration, size and lifetime of clouds Charlson et al., 1992) . Aerosols affect climate processes on both local and global scales, thus representing a large source of uncertainties in the prediction of climate changes, mainly due to their spatial and temporal variability (Anderson et al., 2005) . Aerosol optical and physical properties are highly complex, and vary considerably due to differences in their composition, distribution, sources (natural or anthropogenic) and local meteorology. One of the main challenges in the atmospheric sciences lies in acquiring more accurate knowledge about aerosol and cloud properties and how their interactions can affect climate model predictions. In the last decades, several remote sensing platforms -i.e., spaceborne, aircraft and ground-based measurement systems -have been developed or improved to conduct studies of aerosol and cloud optical properties on local and global scales, as well as to provide the scientific basis for understanding the Earth's climate system. Most of our current understanding of aerosol influences in climate change processes has been developed from the study of horizontal distributions of aerosols derived from space-based passive remote sensor measurements (e.g., the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), Remer et al., 2005) . However, since June 2006 the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite has retrieved vertical profiles of aerosols and clouds on a global scale, providing important contributions in atmospheric science studies and also complementing our knowledge of the horizontal distributions .
The CALIPSO mission is a partnership program developed by the United States' National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) from France, and has as its principal purpose the retrieval of spatial and optical properties of aerosols and clouds in the vertical profile using the lidar (light detection and ranging) technique. The CALIPSO satellite maintains a 705 km sun-synchronous polar orbit with a velocity of about 7 km s −1 . The primary instrument aboard CALIPSO is the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), a two-wavelength laser (532 nm and 1064 nm) operating at a pulse repetition rate of 20.16 Hz . CALIOP is an elastic backscatter system, which implies an extra challenge in the retrieval of atmosphere optical properties, since its signals do not contain all of the information required to fully resolve the lidar equation, and therefore aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients must be retrieved using assumed or modeled values of the socalled extinction-to-backscatter ratio (or lidar ratio -S aer ) (Klett, 1985) . For this reason, validation methodologies using ground-based instruments are needed to assess the accuracy of both the modeled and the retrieved optical properties reported in the CALIPSO data products.
Since the launch of CALIPSO, several validation studies have been conducted to assess CALIOP's algorithm performance and its data products. These validation studies used different methodologies and approaches, as well as different instruments, including both ground-based and airborne remote sensing systems. Kim et al. (2008) analyzed six cases comparing CALIOP measurements to coincident observations from a ground-based lidar in Seoul, Korea. Several other studies have been conducted comparing CALIOP data products to similar products produced using ground-based elastic backscattering systems (e.g., Tao et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2011) or ground-based Raman lidar systems in the context of EARLINET (Mona et al., 2009; Mamouri et al., 2009; Pappalardo et al., 2010) . Ground-based sun photometer measurements (i.e., AERONET) have also been used in several recent assessments of CALIOP modeled lidar ratios and aerosol optical depths (Schuster et al., 2012; Omar et al., 2013) . Other studies have compared CALIOP results to the data products from other satellites. Weisz et al. (2007) used cloud-data products from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) and MODIS to retrieve estimates of cloud top heights and compare with those obtained using the active sensors such as the Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) and the CALIOP, onboard the CloudSat and CALIPSO satellites, respectively. Kittaka et al. (2011) compared column aerosol optical depth (AOD) values retrieved by MODIS and CALIOP at 532 nm, showing there is acceptable agreement between the two sensors in ocean regions with low cloudiness, and some differences in the AOD overland. The same study indicated that changes in the selection of the lidar ratio values used in the CALIOP aerosol retrieval would be sufficient to provide a regional mean AOD consistent with that retrieved from MODIS. Some other validation studies used different types of lidar systems onboard aircraft flying in the same trajectory as the CALIPSO satellite. For instance, McGill et al. (2007) qualitatively compared the vertical distribution of clouds measured by CALIOP and the Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) system onboard NASA's high-altitude ER2 aircraft. Subsequent studies using CPL data by Yorks et al. (2011) and Hlavka et al. (2012) provide quantitative assessments of the CALIOP layer detection scheme and the accuracy of the CALIOP cirrus cloud extinction retrievals, respectively.
Numerous validation studies have been carried out using the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) deployed onboard the Langley B-200 aircraft flying in the same trajectory as the CALIPSO satellite (Burton et al., 2010 (Burton et al., , 2013 McPherson et al., 2010) . Kacenelenbogen et al. (2011) presented a case study using measurements from several instruments -including the LaRC HSRL, the AERONET sun photometers, MODIS, and the POLarization and Directionality of Earth's Reflectances (POLDER) satellite -to compare multiple AOD values with those retrieved by CALIOP. This study suggests that CALIOP consistently underestimates the MODIS AOD values, and investigates possible causes, including CALIOP's low signal-to-noise ratio, cloud contamination, and potentially erroneous values of the aerosol extinctionto-backscatter ratio provided by the CALIOP aerosol models. The most extensive study of CALIOP 532 nm calibration was carried out by Rogers et al. (2011) in a quantitative assessment using LaRC HSRL measurements over and near the North American continent. Comparisons of the 532 nm total attenuated backscatter signal retrieved by both systems showed agreement to within 2.7 % ± 2.1 % and 2.9 % ± 3.9 % (CALIOP lower) during nighttime and daytime, respectively, indicating the accuracy of the CALIOP 532 nm calibration algorithms.
The vast majority of the ground-based and airborne validation studies have been conducted in the Northern Hemisphere. To our knowledge, the sole exceptions to date are
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the global AERONET studies conducted by Schuster et al. (2012) and Omar et al. (2013) . There is a distinct lack of CALIOP validation studies in the Southern Hemisphere, and this is especially notable in the South America region, which is a region directly affected by the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). The SAA radiation effects can introduce large errors into the CALIOP calibration procedure, which in turn can lead to misclassification or a failure to detect aerosol layers Powell et al., 2009 ). The validation methodology developed in this paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first validation study focusing on the CALIOP products reported over South America. In order to evaluate the accuracy and performance of the CALIOP algorithms, ground-based AERONET sun photometer systems installed at five different locations in the Brazilian territory were used. The coincidence of the measurements between the CALIPSO satellite and the sun photometer system was determined by taking into account both physical and atmospheric conditions. The main objective of this study is to present the first quantitative results of the mean bias of the lidar ratio values of the CALIOP algorithms and the groundbased systems. This first validation of CALIOP data products reported in the South America region is divided as follows. Section 2 describes the instruments and their respective data products, i.e., the AERONET sun photometers and the CALIOP system aboard the CALIPSO satellite. The validation methodology is presented in Sect. 3; in this section we also present the family of algorithms created for the validation analysis and enumerate the necessary conditions for obtaining valid comparisons between the data from the three systems. Comparisons of assigned, derived and measured quantities are presented in Sect. 4 and then discussed in the context of other validation studies in Sect. 5.
Instruments
This study evaluates the performance of the CALIOP aerosol optical properties retrieval. We focus mainly on the lidar ratio values assigned by the CALIOP algorithms using a data set derived from the AERONET photometers. In this section we present the relevant details of both instruments.
AERONET sun photometer
The AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) (Holben et al., 1998) is an international system of ground-based sun photometers that provides automatic sun and sky scanning measurements. Using direct sun measurements, AERONET provides both AOD and the Ångström exponent (Å), which gives the wavelength dependence of the AOD. By using multiangular and multispectral measurements of atmospheric radiances and applying a flexible inversion algorithm , the AERONET data can also provide several additional aerosol optical parameters, such as size distributions, single-scattering albedo and refractive index. The operating principle of this system is to acquire aureole and sky radiance observations using a large number of solar scattering angles through a constant aerosol profile, and thus retrieve the aerosol size distribution, the phase function and the AOD. Because sun photometers do not make range-resolved measurements, all of the AERONET derived parameters must be considered as column integrals of their respective altitudedistributed quantities. The channels used are centered at 340, 440, 500, 670, 870, 940 and 1020 nm, with a 1.2 • full-angle field of view (FOV). The measurements are taken by pointing the instrument directly at the sun or elsewhere in the sky in nine standard angular intervals employed uniformly by the AERONET network (Holben et al., 1998) . The sun photometer is calibrated periodically, either by a remote computer or locally under the supervision of the AERONET network. The calibration methodology assures a coefficient error less than 5 %; nonetheless, instrumental variations, calibration, and atmospheric and methodological factors can influence the precision and accuracy of the derived optical thickness, and effectively the total uncertainty in the AERONET AOD is thus about 10 % . The inversion of the solar radiances to retrieve AOD values is based on the BeerLambert-Bouguer law, given by Eq. (1), assuming that the contribution of multiple scattering within the FOV of 15 the photometer is negligible.
I λ and I 0,λ are the solar irradiances at the top of the atmosphere and at ground level, respectively, and µ s is the cosine of the solar zenith angle. τ λ is the path-integrated atmospheric optical depth due to the molecular (Rayleigh) (τ m λ ) and aerosol (τ aer λ ) scattering, as well the ozone and water vapor absorptions at 670 nm and 870 nm, τ . The aerosol optical depth at 532 nm is retrieved using Eq. (2), derived from the spectral dependence of the aerosol optical depth in the visible spectrum (Ångström, 1964) :
The Ångström exponent Å is derived from the measured optical thickness in the blue (440 nm) and red channels (675 nm): 
The AERONET AOD values, together with the layerintegrated attenuated backscatter (IAB) coefficient retrieved from CALIOP, will be employed to obtain the most likely lidar ratio values, which will then be compared with those 3284 F. J. S. Lopes et al.: Evaluating CALIPSO's 532 nm lidar ratio selection algorithm assigned by the CALIOP aerosol-subtyping scheme . This is further explained later in the methodology section (Sect. 3). Moreover, using the single-scattering albedo (ω(λ)) and 180 • phase function values (P (180 • )) retrieved from the AERONET inversion algorithm, the backscatter-to-extinction ratio (AERONET lidar ratio -S aer ) shown in Eq. (4) can be calculated and compared with the values assigned by the CALIOP algorithms. According to , the accuracy of single-scattering albedo is estimated to be 0.03 for dust, biomass burning and water-soluble aerosol types. Furthermore, the phase function is very sensitivity to the particle size. Small errors in angular pointing can lead to significant errors in the sky radiances measured especially for coarse-mode particles.
CALIPSO satellite
The CALIPSO satellite was launched in April 2006, and since then has been an integral part of NASA's A-Train satellite constellation (Stephens et al., 2002) . CALIPSO flies in a 705 km sun-synchronous polar orbit with an equator-crossing time of about 13:30 local solar time, covering the whole globe in a repeat cycle of 16 days ). The CALIPSO payload consists of three co-aligned nadirpointing instruments designed to operate autonomously and continuously. Two of these are passive sensors that provide a view of the atmosphere surrounding the lidar curtain, namely a wide-field-of-view camera (WFC) with a pixel spatial resolution of 125 m (Pitts et al., 2007) and a threechannel infrared imaging radiometer (IIR) with a spatial resolution of 1 km and a swath of 61 km (Garnier et al., 2012) . The primary instrument is CALIOP, a two-wavelength (532 nm and 1064 nm), polarization-sensitive (at 532 nm) elastic backscatter lidar designed to provide global optical properties of aerosol and clouds. More detailed descriptions of the instruments can be found in the literature (Hostetler et al., 2006; Hunt et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2009) . The CALIOP data products are assembled from the backscatter signals measured by the receiver system and reported in two categories: level 1 products and level 2 products. Level 1 products are composed of calibrated and geolocated profiles of the attenuated backscatter signal and are separated into three types: the total attenuated backscatter profile at 1064 nm, the total attenuated backscatter profile at 532 nm (i.e., the sum of parallel and perpendicular signals) and the perpendicular attenuated backscatter signal at 532 nm (Hostetler et al., 2006; Winker et al., 2009 ). The quality and accuracy of the level 1 products, and therefore the level 2 products, depend on the accuracy of the calibration of the 532 nm parallel channel. This calibration process normalizes the measured signal with respect to an atmospheric model (Russell et al., 1979; Powell et al., 2009 ) at high altitudes. The choice of the altitude range is critically important in order to obtain a backscatter signal with purely molecular contributions, while simultaneously ensuring sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and maintaining a linear detector response. Through version 3 of the CALIPSO data products, the 532 nm parallel channel calibration coefficient has been consistently calculated in the altitude interval of 30-34 km, under the assumption that any stratospheric aerosol contributions are negligible. (We note, however, that Vernier et al. (2009) have demonstrated that the stratospheric aerosol loading in this region can in fact be significant, leading to calibration errors that, depending on season and latitude, may be as large as several percent.) The calibration coefficients for the parallel channel measurements are derived from model temperature and pressure data provided by NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), taking into accounting molecular and ozone contributions.
The molecular normalization technique can only be applied to nighttime measurements. The CALIOP daytime measurements are affected by the high solar background, which dominates the pure molecular signal and drastically decreases the SNR in the nighttime calibration altitude range. Thus, in the daytime portion of the orbit, the calibration coefficients are derived by a piecewise linear interpolation scheme that is anchored by values derived from the adjacent nighttime portions of the orbit. Details of successive improvements in the CALIOP daytime calibration procedure are described in Hostetler et al. (2006) and . Before starting the calibration procedure, the measured data are filtered in order to identify signal spikes resulting from high-energy protons or cosmic ray events. These extreme noise excursions are detected randomly throughout the orbits; however, they occur most frequently in the SAA Powell et al., 2009) . The SSA occurs due to the closest approach of the Van Allen radiation belts to the surface of the Earth. When the CALIPSO satellite passes through the SAA region, the 532 nm photomultipliers can produce radiation-induced current spikes that are as much as two orders of magnitude larger than the pulses produced by single photoelectrons. Individual spikes can adversely affect signal averages in low-signal regions, and multiple pulses can increase the dark noise level, with a corresponding decrease in the SNR ). The signal spikes from high-energy events can introduce large errors in the calibration procedure. To minimize the impacts of these spikes, a multistep adaptive filtering procedure has been implemented to identify and remove signal outliers prior to processing, and thus ensure adequate SNR within the calibration procedure Powell et al., 2009) .
The level 2 products are derived from the level 1 products. Three different level 2 products are distributed: layer products, profile products and the vertical feature mask (VMF). Layer products provide spatial locations and the optical properties of aerosol and clouds integrated or averaged in each of the layers detected in the atmosphere. The profile products provide the retrieved backscatter and extinction profiles wherever layers are detected. The VFM provides a map of cloud and aerosol locations, as well as their types. The level 2 products are generated by a sequence of interrelated algorithms that can be subdivided into three main modules. The first module, the selective iterative boundary locator (SYBIL), uses the level 1 attenuated backscatter profiles to detect cloud and aerosol layers . Once the layer boundaries are located, the cloud-aerosol discrimination (CAD) module uses the IAB coefficients, along with altitude and geophysical location to classify each layer as either aerosol or cloud . Aerosol layers are further classified into six different subtypes , while clouds are separated according to ice-water phase . Perhaps the most significant task performed by the aerosol-subtyping algorithm is to associate each aerosol layer with a modeled lidar ratio that characterizes the assigned aerosol type. The CALIPSO aerosol models employed by this algorithm are based on extensive field measurements from the Shoreline Environmental Aerosol Study (SEAS) experiment (Masonis et al., 2003) , theoretical calculations using a discrete dipole approximation ) and on a cluster analysis performed on a global AERONET data set acquired between 1993 and 2002 (Omar et al., 2005) .
Six different types of aerosol were identified for use in the CALIOP retrieval scheme: dust, smoke, clean and polluted continental, polluted dust and clean marine. Each aerosol subtype is characterized by a lidar ratio distribution (mean and standard deviation), as shown in Table 1 . The aerosoltyping and lidar ratio selection scheme uses quantities derived from the level 1 products, such as the integrated attenuated backscatter at 532 nm and the integrated volume depolarization ratio (i.e., the ratio between the integrated perpendicular and parallel backscatter signals). These parameters are calculated by integrating the signal from the top to the base of each detected aerosol layer. However, these two parameters alone are not sufficient to determine the aerosol type, and thus the algorithm also uses geophysical information such as surface type (e.g., land vs. oceans, deserts vs. snow/tundra regions, etc.) and aerosol layer elevation, since lifting mechanisms can be very specific for different types of aerosol. All these physical and optical parameters are used as input in order to choose the most likely aerosol model and constrain the associated lidar ratio uncertainties ). An accurate classification of the aerosol and cloud layers, and especially their S aer values, is critically important for a successful retrieval of the aerosol and cloud optical properties that comprise the CALIOP level 2 data.
Validation methodology
To date, all CALIPSO validation studies using ground-based instruments have relied only on spatial and temporal correlations between CALIOP and the ground-based sensor(s) (Kim Mamouri et al., 2009; Mona et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2011) . However, this simple correlation does not unequivocally guarantee that both instruments are measuring the same air parcels. Even when one can obtain a statistically significant data set, there will always be uncertainties associated with local variations of the aerosol air mass parcels. In order to reduce these uncertainties, we use transport model trajectories to identify the best possible match between the air masses sampled by CALIOP and the air masses sampled by the ground-based instruments. In this sense, the core of our validation methodology is to define "coincidence" not in terms of the proximity of measurements with respect to one another in time and/or space but instead in terms of the proximity of the measurements with respect to a single air mass whose location may be spatially and temporally varying. We accomplish this by using transport models to generate backward or forward trajectories, as required, to ensure that the air/aerosol parcel measured at the validation site is, to the best of our ability, the same the air/aerosol parcel measured by the CALIPSO lidar, similar to the approach taken by Wandinger et al. (2010) . By requiring that the instruments probe the same air mass, rather than possibly different but nearby (in time and/or space) parcels, we expect to decrease the fundamental uncertainties introduced by spatial and temporal inhomogeneities. The first step towards the development of our validation methodology was to decide the location (where) and time (when) to collect ground-based data correlated with CALIPSO satellite measurements. Within the Brazilian territory there are several AERONET sites strategically installed in areas that frequently experience large aerosol loadings. For this work we selected a measurement period from 2006 to 2009 for five operational AERONET locations: Rio Branco, Alta Floresta, Cuiabá, Campo Grande and São Paulo. Their geographical coordinates are given in Table 2 and their locations are presented in Fig. 1 . These sites are located mainly in the northern and midwestern regions of Brazil, where the dominant vegetation types are savannah and rainforest. These native floras are now interspersed with numerous patches of pasture areas that are highly susceptible to fires during the Brazilian dry season (May-October). These crop-burning activities are responsible for the injection large amounts of biomass burning aerosols into the atmosphere (Artaxo et al., 2002) . The presence of a characteristic type of aerosol loading in the atmosphere can help in the validation process. In this regard, however, the São Paulo site, located in the southeastern region of Brazil, presents challenges in the analysis of measurements. Given the number of distinct aerosol sources within the city, combined with those brought by long-and mid-range regional transport, the São Paulo atmosphere is frequently filled by an amalgam of many different types of aerosols (Miranda and Andrade, 2005; Landulfo et al., 2008) .
Conditions for coincident measures selection
According to Anderson et al. (2003) , when comparing ground-based instruments and a spaceborne lidar, good correlations (r > 0.9) occur for time and space offsets less than 3 h and 60 km, and acceptable correlations (r > 0.8) occur for time and space offsets less than 6 h and 120 km. In a similar study comparing aerosol optical depths from MODIS and AERONET, Kovacs (2006) demonstrates that the correlation decreases by about 20 % for 200 km and 10 % for 140 km of distance. Thus, in order to match the CALIOP data with ground-based measurements in the Brazilian territory we used the following procedure based on the correlation results presented in the two previous sections. The COV-ERLAI (CALIPSO overpass locator algorithm) was set up to select all days for which the CALIPSO satellite overflew the five ground sites within a horizontal range distance of D ≤ 100 km. Subsequently, the MCSA (multi-instrument coincidence selection algorithm) selects all coincident measurements carried out by the ground-based systems, in a temporal matching window of up to 6 h, centered at the closest approach by CALIPSO. These two conditions are applied to minimize the uncertainties due to the spatial and temporal in homogeneities in the atmospheric observation range. To ensure that all data were cloud-free, we relied on the number of layers detected, as reported in the CALIPSO 5 km resolution level 2 cloud layer products , using the algorithm CLARA (cloud-aerosol reader algorithm). The CALIPSO level 2 5 km layer products report a set of spatial and optical properties (e.g., optical depth, layer base and top heights, etc.) for each individual feature detected within the vertical column of atmosphere. To select all coincident measurement days when both CALIOP and AERONET detected cloud-free conditions at the time of the closest approach, the (RB) is located in the northern region of Brazil, and Alta Floresta (AF), Cuiabá (CB) and Campo Grande (CG) are located in the midwestern region. The primary vegetation in all four of these regions is either savannah or rainforest, and can thus be considered as sources of biomass burning aerosol. São Paulo (SP) is located in the southeastern region of Brazil, which is heavily industrialized and whose atmosphere can contain many different types of aerosols.
Number Layers Found product (NLF) is analyzed. The NLF product, which specifies the number of cloud layers detected for each 5 km resolution profile, was inspected for a spatial range of 100 km centered at the closest distance between CALIOP ground-track and the AERONET site (i.e., 20 consecutive 5 km profiles). Those cases for which the NLF product was uniformly zero were flagged as cloud-free-condition measurements. Since the objective of this study is to evaluate aerosol lidar ratio, all aerosol layers from the 5 km resolution aerosol layers products in spatial ranges flagged as cloud-free conditions were selected for analysis. We then inspected the CAD score for the selected aerosol layers. The CALIOP CAD algorithm discriminates between clouds and aerosols using probability distribution functions (PDFs) based on the differences in the optical and physical properties of aerosols and clouds . The CAD score is a reported in the 5 km layer products and provides a numerical confidence level for the classification of layers by the CALIOP CAD algorithm. For this study we selected only those aerosol layers flagged with CAD scores between −50 and −100, where the larger the magnitude of the CAD score, the higher the numerical confidence level for the classification of each layer detected by the CALIOP system . This test ensures the selection of reliable aerosol layers. Once we have selected all cloud-free cases and identified all the aerosol 5 km resolution profiles with acceptable CAD score values, we used both the aerosol layer products and the aerosol profile products to calculate the so-called backscatter centroid. This quantity represents the altitude associated with the "backscatter center of mass" (BCM) for the aerosol layer detected, and is computed using Eq. (5) (Vaughan et al., 2006) , where x i is the total attenuated backscatter signal at 532 nm at altitude Z i :
The level 2 aerosol layer products are used to determine layer top and bottom height used in the centroid calculation. The backscatter centroids are employed as input altitude data for the air mass trajectories subsequently computed using the HYSPLIT model (Draxler and Hess, 1998) . Since the mesoscale variation and short lifetime of aerosols in the troposphere should be taken into account when comparing AOD measurements, we use HYSPLIT trajectory modeling to investigate how the air mass parcels in the CALIPSO ground track region have moved with respect to the AERONET site. By using these trajectory models to better predict the motion of the air masses, we expect to improve the correlation between the optical properties (i.e., AOD and S aer ) measured at possibly different times by two different instruments separated spatially. Forward or backward trajectories and the appropriate model vertical velocity option are selected on a case-by-case basis. The starting time of the trajectories is set based on the time of CALIPSO's closest approach to the AERONET site, and the total trajectory run time is set to 6 h to guarantee at least acceptable air mass matching between CALIOP and the ground-based systems. Trajectories were initiated at the footprint latitude/longitude of the temporal midpoint of each 5 km CALIOP layer datum and the altitude determined by the backscatter centroid Eq. (5). While the application of trajectory analysis decreases the available number of correlative measurements, it simultaneously strengthens the results retrieved from optical properties comparisons of both systems because it increases the likelihood of similar air parcels being probed by the ground instruments and CALIOP. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the validation methodology algorithms, the data used as input and their output products.
Comparison of the optical properties -lidar ratio
After producing a merged data set satisfying all the imposed constraints, the IAB coefficient at 532 nm, γ CALIOP,532 , is calculated for each of 20 consecutive 5 km horizontal resolution profiles for the selected validation days. Instead of using the estimates of γ CALIOP,532 reported by CALIPSO data products, we chose instead to calculate revised values of γ CALIOP,532 using the equation derived by Platt (1973) :
where η is a multiple-scattering factor (η = 1 for CALIOP version 3 aerosol retrievals) and τ CALIOP,532 and S CALIOP,532 are respectively the 532 nm aerosol optical depth and the 532 nm final lidar ratio reported in the CALIPSO level 2 aerosol layer products. We found in retrospect that our revised calculation of γ CALIOP,532 showed good agreement with estimates of γ 532 that are reported in the CALIPSO data product. A rearranged version of Eq. (6) will provide layer lidar ratio estimates for known values of optical depth and integrated attenuated backscatter, and will be used here to retrieve the "appropriate" values of S AC (AERONET/CALIOP lidar ratio) using the AOD values retrieved from the AERONET sun photometers and the value of γ CALIOP,532 at 532 nm given by the previous Eq. (6), i.e.,
For this study the multiple-scattering factor η will be set to 1, consistent with the value used in the CALIOP version 3 aerosol retrievals. In general, multiple-scattering effects in CALIOP measurements of aerosol layers are thought to be small , and as such the uncertainties introduced by the approximation of η = 1 are much smaller than the uncertainties in the CALIPSO lidar ratio models (see Table 1 ). We note, however, that the magnitude of the multiple scattering most likely varies somewhat according to aerosol type and loading. For example, Wandinger et al. (2010) suggests that in measurements of fresh Saharan dust layers with optical depths greater than ∼ 0.2, multiple scattering can affect the extinction coefficients retrieved from the CALIPSO lidar signals by 10 %-40 %. On the other hand, Liu et al. (2011) conclude that multiple scattering from moderately dense dust layers (optical depths less than 1) likely introduces uncertainties of 10 % or less in the CALIOP extinction and optical depth retrievals. In any case, these findings should not be of great import to this work, as the occurrence of Saharan dust is relatively rare over Brazil, and modeling studies conducted by show that the multiple scattering from continental aerosols is noticeably less than from dusts. As described earlier, the AERONET AOD at 532 nm is estimated using Eq. (2) and the retrieved aerosol optical depth at 500 nm. The final lidar ratios reported by CALIOP are subsequently compared to the estimates of S AC calculated in this manner in order to determine the performance of aerosol type classification and lidar ratio selection in the Brazilian territory.
Limitations of the method
The use of backward and forward trajectories to correlate aerosol mass parcels probed by both instruments relies on the determination of the centroid (i.e., BCM) of the attenuated backscattering coefficients within the layer. Applying Eq. (5) for the computation of the backscatter centroids, we can retrieve the altitude associated with the "center of mass" of the attenuated backscatter profile within the aerosol layers. By associating the AOD measured by AERONET with the BCM of the layers detected by CALIOP, we are explicitly assuming that (a) the regions of enhanced scattering identified by the CALIOP layer detection scheme are responsible for the bulk of the AOD measured by AERONET, and (b) that over the relatively short distances examined in this study, the location of this aerosol mass can be adequately parameterized by the BCM altitude.
AERONET optical depths are representative of the optical extinction from the top to the bottom of the atmosphere without distinguishing between or separating out contributions from different aerosol layers. We therefore consider only those cases where the aerosol detected in the column by CALIOP is all classified as a single type. In CALIOP's multigrid data-averaging scheme , vertically adjacent features detected at different averaging resolutions are not merged into single layers. These features are instead classified and reported separately in the CALIPSO data products. While this strategy was designed to enable the vertical separation of layers of disparate types (e.g., aerosol above cloud), there can also be cases when a single but diffuse and spatially inhomogeneous layer is detected as a sequence of layer fragments, with vertically adjacent fragments being detected at different averaging resolutions. Thus what might initially appear to be a multilayer scene based on the data reported in the CALIOP layer products is sometimes a single layer of one type of aerosol with an inhomogeneous vertical distribution of attenuated backscatter coefficients that results in various portions of the layer being detected at different resolutions. Thus to avoid any misleading results in the validation process we have omitted all the multilayer cases where CALIOP identifies two or more different aerosol types within a single column. To merge CALIOP layer fragments of the same aerosol type into a single layer we use the following procedure. We first established the boundaries of a single layer, having its top at the highest top of the multiple layers and its base at the lowest base. We then used the CALIOP level 1 data to recalculate the scattering centroid and the integrated attenuated backscatter for this newly synthesized single aerosol layer. These new centroids were subsequently used to run the HYSPLIT trajectories.
The AERONET AOD values were applied to these new merged layers and to all CALIOP-detected single layers to obtain an empirically derived estimate of the layer lidar ratio. These empirical values are subsequently compared to the model lidar ratios assigned to the individual layers by the CALIOP scene classification algorithms. The technique of ascribing column AOD values measured by passive sensors to aerosol layers detected by lidar measurements is not new (e.g., Welton et al., 2000; Pelon et al., 2002; McGill et al., 2003; He et al., 2006) . In a fairly recent study, Burton et al. (2010) compared the extinction coefficients retrieved from CALIOP using the combination of active and passive measurements to the extinction coefficients retrieved using the LaRC HSRL and MODIS instrument data. The analyses of Burton et al. (2010) demonstrate that when a sufficiently accurate column AOD constraint can be obtained (e.g., such as would be provided by MODIS retrievals or AERONET measurements), the assumption of a constant lidar ratio yields relative uncertainties in the CALIOP extinction coefficient profiles that are commensurate with the original pre-mission specification of 40 % . For measurements over land where the HSRL extinction exceeds 0.02 km −1 , the study of Burton et al. (2010) showed that the CALIOP extinction profiles retrieved using MODIS AOD as constraint agree with the HSRL extinction profiles to within ± 0.0016 km −1 ± 20 % for two-thirds of all cases. The constant lidar ratios used in the study of Burton et al. (2010) were obtained by requiring that the integral of the extinction profile retrieved from the lidar measurements matched the column AOD obtained from coincident passive sensor measurements (MODIS), i.e., by applying a variant of the same technique used in this study. For our study, AOD values retrieved by AERONET are matched to integrated attenuated backscatter values measured by CALIOP, thus allowing us to derive lidar ratio estimates (S AC ) for the aerosol layers. The use of the lidar ratios obtained in this way ensures that the CALIOP AOD estimate and the AERONET AOD measurement match to within the combined uncertainties of the CALIOP IAB and AERONET AOD. ., 6, 3281-3299, 2013 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/3281/2013/ It is important to note that uncertainties associated with vertical inhomogeneities and the horizontal variability of aerosol air masses will apply to some degree to any validation approach that employs instruments that are separated in time and space. The technique we describe here -i.e., air mass matching via backward and/or forward trajectory analysisrepresents an attempt to minimize these uncertainties by better ensuring that the same aerosol and same aerosol loading is measured by the two sensors.
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Results
The challenge in implementing this validation methodology is to establish rigorous criteria for selecting the coincident observations between CALIOP and the ground-based systems that satisfy an optimal spatial-temporal matching window, while simultaneously obtaining a sample size sufficient to yield consistent and statistically significant results. In this section we briefly examine the trade-offs made to maximize our validation sample size, and then compare the extinctionto-backscatter ratios assigned by CALIOP aerosol-subtyping system to those retrieved using the AERONET/CALIOP model (AC model).
Data selection method
We initially determined all the CALIPSO overpasses lying within a horizontal distance of 55 km or less from the five AERONET sites. Subsequent application of the COVER-LAI/MCSA algorithm yielded 161 daytime CALIPSO measurements suitable for comparison to the sun photometer AOD data. One consequence of this filtering scheme was to entirely eliminate data of three sites (AF, CB and SP). The second step was to constrain the coincident measurements to fall within a temporal window up to 6 h from the time of the satellite's closest approach. Doing so further reduced the sample size to a total of 85 correlative daytime measurements, as shown in Table 3 . Because the spatial constraint of D ≤ 55 km contributed to such a large decrease in the number of coincident samples, we chose to increase the horizontal distance range to D ≤ 100 km, which still satisfies the acceptable correlation distance developed by Anderson et al. (2003) . As a result, the CALIPSO and AERONET measurement coincidences increase from 85 to 237 days, as shown in Table 4 , corresponding to a gain of about 179 %. For unknown reasons, some data are not available in the CALIPSO subset pool and thus the initial 237 merged measurements were ultimately limited to a total of 210 measurements. 
Cloud-free conditions for aerosol layers and air mass trajectories
As explained earlier, the backscatter centroids of the selected aerosol layers were used to initiate HYSPLIT air mass trajectories that would indicate when the air masses measured by CALIOP were measured at the AERONET sites. Figure 3 shows the HYSPLIT air mass trajectories plotted for 14 July 2009 at the Alta Floresta AERONET site. In this plot one can see the backward trajectories (in red) that were initiated at the CALIPSO footprint coordinates at 17:41 UTC (i.e., the time of CALIPSO's closest approach). According to the trajectory time histories, the aerosol parcels measured by the AERONET sun photometer at ∼ 15:00 UTC were transported to the CALIOP overpass region a bit under 3 h later (i.e., at about 17:41 UTC). In this case, the AERONET AOD (τ AERONET ) applied in Eq. (7) is the AOD retrieved by the sun photometer around 15:00 UTC. Figure 4 shows the HYS-PLIT air mass forward trajectories plotted for 26 May 2007 at the São Paulo AERONET site. The forward trajectories are plotted starting at 17:00 UTC (i.e., around the time of the closest approach of the CALIPSO satellite at 17:08 UTC). The air mass parcels are transported towards the São Paulo AERONET site arriving at ∼ 20:00 UTC. Once again, the AOD used in Eq. (7) is the AOD retrieved by the AERONET measurement closest to 20:00 UTC. Such a rigorous selection procedure considerably decreases the correlative measurements data set, although it increases the probability that both satellite and ground-based systems are measuring the same aerosol parcels, thus increasing the reliability of the comparisons. In total, this trajectory-based validation procedure identified a merged data set of 75 days having correlative measurements that met the criteria for the comparison of aerosol optical properties. After excluding those cases where CALIOP reported the presence of multiple aerosol types within a single column, the final data set was reduced to ∼ 17.3 % of the initial pool of coincident measurements acquired during the daytime for horizontal distances less than or equal to 100 km, as shown in Table 5 . 
Lidar ratio from AERONET/CALIOP method
In the initial steps of our comparison we calculated γ CALIOP,532 for all single aerosol layers detected in each of 20 consecutive 5 km horizontal resolution profiles, represented by red spheres at the beginning of the trajectories shown in Figs. 3 and 4. After determining the air mass arrival time at the AERONET site, we then applied Eqs. (2) and (3) to the AERONET AOD values for 440 nm and 675 nm to derive estimates of τ aer 532 . These two quantities, γ CALIOP,532 and τ aer 532 , were retrieved by CALIOP and AERONET sun photometer, respectively. From each pair of values we calculated revised lidar ratio estimates, S AC , by applying the relation presented in Eq. (7). Figure 5 compares the probability distribution functions for S AC to the final lidar ratio values reported in the CALIPSO aerosol data products. In Fig. 5 , the CALIOP final lidar ratio distribution shows a high frequency of fixed lidar ratio values at 20 sr (clean marine aerosol type), 35 sr (clean continental), 40 sr (dust), 55 sr (polluted dust) and 70 sr (smoke and polluted continental).
Other CALIOP values occur when the initial S CALIOP,532 assigned by the CALIOP algorithms is too large, and must be lowered in order to obtain a physically meaningful extinction solution the trends in S AC values to be generally consistent with the lidar ratio models developed for the CALIOP algorithm. The mean percentage difference (MPD) between the CALIOP model and AC retrieved lidar ratios is −2.2 % ± 38 %, calculated using the follow relation:
The high value of the standard deviation is indicative of the large dispersion in the retrieved lidar ratios. In some cases these disagreements can be a consequence of the atmospheric variability during the time of the CALIPSO's closest approach and the time period which the air masses were transported to the AERONET station region. It is also important to note that this is a one-to-many analysis; that is, a single value of AERONET was used to derive S AC for each of 20 consecutive 5 km resolution aerosol profiles (i.e., Eq. 7), as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . Doing this leaves open the possibility that in some cases the two sensors are not measuring the same air mass parcels, as can be seen by the ends of the backward trajectories in the same figures. Furthermore, the extinction profile for any given layer is retrieved using a single range-invariant value of the lidar ratio specified by the CALIOP aerosol-subtyping algorithm. While this may be a valid approximation for a well-mixed atmosphere, it can introduce some uncertainties in those cases when two or more aerosol types are present within a single layer identified by CALIOP.
However, when calculating mean percentage differences according to CALIOP aerosol type (see Table 1 ), the agreement between CALIOP and the AC model is improved. The mean lidar ratio difference is −9.7 % ± 13 % for dust aerosol type, −4.7 % ± 39 % for polluted dust, 2.0 % ± 35 % for polluted continental, 7.2 % ± 40 % for smoke and −6.3 % ± 20 % for clean marine aerosol type, as can be seen in Table 6 . All of these mean percentage differences fall within two standard deviations of the CALIOP modeled S CALIOP,532 . It is also important to note that when applying the same analysis using Eq. (7) for all aerosol layers detected in each of 20 consecutive 5 km horizontal resolution profiles for horizontal range distance of D ≤ 100 km, but without taking into accounting the HYSPLIT trajectory modeling to better constraint the comparison between both systems, a mean percentage difference of −12.3 % ± 48.7 % was found. Both the mean difference and the dispersion are noticeably decreased by application of the air mass matching technique.
The same approach described previously was used to calculate the values of S AC for the single "best matching" 5 km resolution profile. These values were then compared on a one-to-one basis to the lidar ratios assigned by the CALIOP algorithm. This analysis used only those CALIOP profiles connected directly to the AERONET sites by the air mass trajectories obtained from the HYSPLIT model, thus ensuring the greatest probability that both systems have measured the same aerosol parcels. The best matching profiles in Figs. 3 Table 6 . Mean percentage lidar ratio difference between the S AC calculation and the CALIOP modeled value S CALIOP,532 for each of 20 consecutive 5 km horizontal resolution profiles.
Aerosol type
Mean percentage difference Dust −9.7 % ± 13 % Smoke 7.2 % ± 40 % Polluted Continental 2.0 % ± 35 % Polluted Dust −4.7 % ± 39 % Clean Marine −6.3 % ± 20 % Table 7 . Mean percentage lidar ratio difference between the S AC calculation and the CALIOP modeled value S CALIOP,532 for the single best matching 5 km horizontal resolution profile.
Aerosol type Mean percentage difference Dust −5.4 % ± 24 % Smoke 4.3 % ± 27 % Polluted Continental −1.7 % ± 9 % Polluted Dust −2.5 % ± 32 % and 4 are designated by a star ( ). Figure 6 shows the lidar ratio probability distribution functions for the S AC and the CALIOP aerosol model value for the best matching profiles for each day of correlative measurements. As in the previous analysis, the CALIOP data show high frequencies of fixed lidar ratio values at 20, 40, 55 and 70 sr. Similarly, the S AC retrieval once again shows a broader distribution that spans all of the CALIOP S CALIOP,532 , with some predominant peaks for dust, around 40 sr; polluted dust aerosol, around 55 sr; and biomass burning or polluted continental aerosol, around 70 sr. The lidar ratio distribution for the best matching profiles yields a mean percentage difference between S AC and the CALIOP modeled value of −1.5 % ± 24 %. In this case, for the best matching profiles, the mean percentage difference between CALIOP and AC model lidar ratios separated according to aerosol type is −5.4 % ± 24 % for dust, −2.5 % ± 32 % for polluted dust, −1.7 % ± 9 % for polluted continental, and 4.3 % ± 27 % for smoke, as can be seen in Table 7 . When the lidar ratios are separated according to the modeled CALIOP aerosol types, all percentage differences fall within one standard deviation of the CALIOP model, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Lidar ratio retrieved from AERONET data
To further assess the significance of the lidar ratio differences obtained using the AC model (Sect. 4.3), we used Eq. (4) to calculate S aer values using inversion data from the AERONET retrievals, and then compared the results with the values assigned by the CALIOP algorithm. From a total of 41 correlative measurements between AERONET and CALIOP, there were 33 cases for which AERONET reported The natural variability ascribed to selected CALIOP aerosol models is shown by the ranges given along the lidar ratio axis. Lidar ratios derived by the AC model are seen to fall entirely within the range spanned by the CALIOP models.
single-scattering albedo and 180 • phase function products (here we consider level 1.5 and level 2 AERONET data).
Good agreement between CALIOP and the AERONET retrievals is found for the different types of aerosols. Mean percentage difference of −7.3 % ± 13 % is found for polluted dust; −3.4 % ± 6 % for dust cases; 1.4 % ± 8 % and 2.2 % ± 7 % for polluted continental and smoke aerosol types, respectively; as can be seen in Table 8 . In general, the comparison between the two sets of results indicates a relatively small underestimation of the S CALIOP,532 assigned by the CALIOP scheme, with an overall mean percentage difference of −3.8 % ± 11 % being derived from all 33 correlative measurements. Since the AERONET level 1.5 data are pre-calibrated and cloud-screened but not post-calibrated, it is more reliable to use only the level 2 data (Holben et al., 1998) . Few level 2 data with single-scattering albedo and 180 • phase function products were available for these cases. Restricting the analysis to level 2 data, only 9 level 2 correlative measurements are available, from which we obtained a mean difference of −0.3 % ± 9 %, indicating that the CALIOP assignments slightly underestimate the groundbased retrievals.
Discussion and conclusions
The CALIOP aerosol classification algorithm infers aerosol type, and hence lidar ratio, based on surface type at the lidar footprint, layer-integrated volume depolarization ratio, layerintegrated attenuated backscatter at 532 nm, and layer base . Lidar ratio occurrence frequencies reported in the CALIPSO data products (red) and those derived using the AC model (blue) for the best matching profile. The natural variability ascribed to selected CALIOP aerosol models is shown by the ranges given along the lidar ratio axis. Lidar ratios derived by the AC model are seen to fall entirely within the range spanned by the CALIOP models.
and top heights ). The question we address here is whether the lidar ratios assigned by this classification scheme are in good agreement with the actual lidar ratios of the aerosol layers being measured. In this first quantitative assessment of the performance of the CALIOP S CALIOP,532 selection algorithm over South America, lidar ratio values were calculated using Eq. (7) for 41 cloud-free coincident measurements of CALIOP and the AERONET sun photometers. A mean percentage difference of −2.2 % ± 38 % was obtained by comparing the lidar ratios from the AC calculation with those reported in CALIOP's 20 consecutive 5 km horizontal resolution profiles. This represents a substantial improvement over the agreement found (a mean percentage difference of −12.3 % ± 48.7 %) when the comparisons were made using the more usual "closest time (or distance)" approach. When using only the best matching profiles indicated by HYSPLIT backward or forward trajectories, the percentage difference decreased to −1.5 % ± 24 %. Comparing these results shows that using model trajectories to correlate measurements between instruments separated spatially and temporally can considerably improve the correspondence between the two separate estimates of the same parameter. This improvement occurs precisely because our validation technique greatly increases the likelihood that the same air mass is probed by both the ground-and satellite-based systems.
Comparisons between lidar ratios retrieved from AERONET sun photometer data alone were compared with the model values assigned by the CALIOP algorithm, and the mean percentage difference is also small, at −0.3 % ± 9 %. These results clearly demonstrate that the a priori lidar ratio values used in the CALIOP algorithms are well suited to the aerosol distributions measured by ground-based systems in Brazilian territory.
Atmos
Our comparison methodology was developed with the aim of being the first CALIPSO validation study in the SAA region. We expect that this effort will be useful for further aerosol studies in the region and for additional validation of the CALIOP spaceborne lidar, as this location presents a significant challenge to the performance of CALIOP's calibration, layer detection and layer type identification processes, since the SAA noise-induced signal can introduce significant errors in the calculation of the calibration coefficients . It is important to note, however, that random and systematic uncertainties certainly are present in this methodology. One cannot discount effects that can be related to errors in molecular and aerosol backscatter assumptions in the calibration processes of the AERONET sun photometer systems. However this first validation study in SAA region presents consistent results using different approaches, and it is also consistent with previous studies developed in other regions of the globe using instruments and techniques slightly different from those employed in this study.
In regard to other validation studies, we highlight those conducted under the aegis of EARLINET (Matthais et al., 2009) . Mamouri et al. (2009) used a Raman lidar (nighttime) and an elastic backscatter lidar (daytime) to develop a validation process for the CALIOP 532 nm total attenuated backscatter profiles. This study analyzed 40 coincident measurements within a maximum distance of 100 km between the CALIOP overpasses and ground-based lidar system. These comparisons yielded a mean bias of −7 % ± 6 % for the total attenuated backscatter profiles for altitudes between 3 and 10 km during clear-sky conditions. Not surprisingly, better agreement was found during the nighttime measurements, at −4 % ± 6 % versus −10 % ± 12 % for daytime. However, for the vertical range of 1-3 km the biases were much larger, −15 % ± 16 % and −34 % ± 34 % for nighttime and daytime, respectively. This was attributed to the increased horizontal aerosol inhomogeneity in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) region, and suggests that the PBL is ill suited for the application of traditional validation techniques that are restricted to spatial and temporal matching only. Mona et al. (2009) analyzed a total of 68 coincident measurements of level 1, version 2.01 of CALIOP 532 nm attenuated backscatter profiles using a multiwavelength Raman lidar system. From all these cases, 16 nighttime measurements showed a good agreement between the observations of both systems with some differences especially in the boundary layer region and at high altitudes due to the presence of cirrus clouds. Analysis of 11 cases with very clear atmospheric conditions showed mean percentage differences of −2 % ± 12 % between 3 and 8 km and −24 % ± 20 % in the PBL, thus offering further evidence that spatial and temporal matching Dust −9.7 % ± 13 % −5.4 % ± 24 % −3.4 % ± 6 % Smoke 7.2 % ± 40 % 4.3 % ± 27 % 2.2 % ± 7 % Polluted Continental 2.0 % ± 35 % −1.7 % ± 9 % 1.4 % ± 8 % Polluted Dust −4.7 % ± 39 % −2.5 % ± 32 % −7.3 % ± 13 % Clean Marine −6.3 % ± 20 % --alone are insufficient for PBL validation. Pappalardo et al.
(2010) observed a strong dependence on the horizontal distance with a decrease of the correlation coefficient from 0.9 for a distance ≤ 100 km to 0.76 for distances between 100 and 200 km when comparing aerosol backscatter coefficient at 532 nm measured by CALIOP and EARLINET systems. Such studies suggest that differences in the viewing geometries (i.e., up-looking vs. down-looking) and spatial and temporal mismatches between CALIOP and the ground-based Raman lidars, which are exacerbated by the influences of local sources of aerosol and complex terrain between satellite track and ground station, may lead to ambiguous results in the validation comparisons. Perhaps the most accurate CALIOP validation to date is the comprehensive evaluation conducted by , which uses the LaRC HSRL aboard an aircraft underflying the trajectory of CALIPSO satellite to assess the CALIOP 532 nm attenuated backscatter profile calibration. This study examines 86 HSRL validation flights of the CALIPSO satellite during both nighttime and daytime in several regions of North America. Comparisons between CALIOP's 532 nm version 3 attenuated backscatter product with HSRL attenuated backscatter profiles found a mean difference of 2.7 % ± 2.1 % (CALIOP lower) and 2.9 % ± 3.9 % (CALIOP lower) for nighttime and daytime measurements, respectively, including comparisons inside the PBL. While the previously mentioned EARLINET studies (Mamouri et al., 2009; Mona et al., 2009) suggest that CALIOP may be biased low in the PBL, the spatially matched measurements of Rogers et al. (2011) show excellent agreement between the HSRL and CALIOP measurements in this region. When CALIOP data are compared to coincident downlooking HSRL lidar measurements, the PBL variability presented in EARLINET's up-looking comparisons is not detected. Table 9 summarizes some CALIOP validation results obtained by other quantitative studies. These earlier validation studies indicate that CALIOP is well calibrated in the free troposphere region (Mamouri et al., 2009; Mona et al., 2009; Pappalardo et al., 2010) . However, results obtained in such studies also point to large differences in comparisons within the PBL region, showing how rapidly the air masses in this region can change. These changes highlight the importance of employing air mass trajectories in order to reduce the uncertainties in validation comparisons and constrain measurements separated in space and time.
As was the case for the EARLINET studies, the data selected for this validation study were confined almost entirely to the PBL, and the air mass trajectory technique was applied specifically in hopes of avoiding the large discrepancies encountered by the EARLINET researchers. As shown in Sect. 4.3, the use of a single AOD value measured in a single position at the AERONET site and applied to the CALIOP's 5 km resolution aerosol profiles results in good agreement between the AC method and the CALIOP modeled lidar ratio. In our initial analysis, applying a single AERONET AOD to consecutive 5 km resolution CALIOP profiles produced a mean fractional difference of −2.2 % ± 38 % in lidar ratio. The large spread in the results suggests that in some cases the AOD retrieved by the AERONET system applied to the Eq. (7) may not be the most appropriate value, which in turn suggests that the aerosol loading may not be sufficiently homogenous along a 100 km CALIOP ground track. When the same approach is applied to the single CALIOP 5 km profile that is most directly linked to the AERONET site by the HYSPLIT trajectories (i.e., the best matching profile) the mean fractional difference found decreases to −1.5 % ± 24 %, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the trajectory scheme in reducing the variability of the validation comparisons.
When CALIOP's modeled S CALIOP,532 are separated by type, the mean percentage lidar ratio difference for each type lies within one standard deviation of the CALIOP models, which suggests that the CALIOP aerosol-typing scheme is reasonably accurate and that the CALIOP models provide a faithful representation of the aerosol types detected in Brazil. If we analyze the results based on CALIOP aerosol type, the dominant aerosol types in the five regions selected in Brazil are polluted continental, defined as continental aerosol with a substantial fraction of urban pollution, and polluted dust, which is defined as a mixture of desert dust and smoke or urban pollution. For both cases we found a consistent agreement between CALIOP lidar ratio Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 3281-3299, 2013 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/3281/2013/ This study −1.5 % ± 24 % Level 2 AERONET −0.3 % ± 9 % 532 nm lidar ratio selection and the S AC calculated applying the AC method. The mean percentage differences show a small underestimate of CALIOP lidar ratios: −1.7 % ± 9% for polluted continental and −2.5 % ± 32 % for polluted dust. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 , where the mean percentage lidar ratio difference lies completely within the expected natural variability (i.e., one standard deviation of the CALIOP model) for polluted continental aerosol, leading to the conclusion that the CALIOP lidar ratio selection scheme is returning accurate results within the South America region. These mean percentage difference values for polluted continental and polluted dust aerosol type are in agreement if we compare with those results obtained by applying the lidar ratio calculated using only AERONET data (Sect. 4.4), i.e, 1.4 % ± 8 % and −7.3 % ± 13 % for polluted continental and polluted dust, respectively. Additional studies using more sophisticated measurement techniques (e.g., down-looking airborne HSRL measurements) would be useful in confirming the performance of the CALIOP lidar ratio selection scheme within Brazil. To our knowledge, only one such campaign is currently reported in the literature. Baars et al. (2012) used a multiwavelength Raman Lidar system to show that the predominant aerosol types in the atmosphere of northern and central Brazil are young and aged smokes. The typical mean lidar ratio values of 64 ± 15 sr for the wavelength of 532 nm found by Baars et al. (2012) are in agreement with mean lidar ratio values achieved by the AC method of 71 ± 21 sr for smoke and 69 ± 6 sr for polluted continental. For the other aerosol types, the vast majority of mean percentage differences fall within one standard deviation, providing further evidence for the accuracy of the CALIPSO automated aerosol classification algorithm.
In the present study, the use of the best matching profile based on the HYSPLIT air mass trajectories analysis decreases the number of possible comparisons between CALIPSO and ground-based instruments. However, the backward and forward trajectories approach proves to be essential in achieving consistent comparisons between the two data sets. The S AC technique defined by Eq. (7) derives estimates of lidar ratio using two independent measurements provided by two entirely different instruments -optical depth measured by AERONET and integrated attenuated backscatter measured by CALIOP. However, the AERONET sun photometers only directly measure optical depths; they specifically do not measure the backscatter component required to directly compute the lidar ratio (i.e., the extinction-tobackscatter ratio). Instead, the AERONET retrieval derives the backscatter component of the lidar ratio by applying Mie scattering theory to the retrieved size distributions and indices of refraction . The accuracy of this backscatter derivation is thus limited by the accuracy of the retrieved size distributions and indices of refraction. As demonstrated by Mamouri et al. (2013) , the combination of lidar and photometer measurements can be used to validate the lidar ratio estimates provided by photometer measurements alone. So in effect this study serves a dual purpose: we validate the performance of the CALIOP lidar ratio selection scheme over Brazil while at the same time providing further validation of the AERONET lidar ratio retrieval scheme.
In summary, it is important to emphasize that this first validation study of the CALIPSO satellite using two different remote sensing instruments in South America is an initial effort to investigate the reliability of the aerosol optical properties retrieved by CALIPSO in the SSA region. Lidar ratio values assigned by CALIOP are in good agreement with those retrieved by the AC method, as well as with those retrieved using the inversion products retrieved from AERONET measurements alone. We therefore conclude that despite the many challenges faced by the CALIOP aerosolsubtyping and lidar ratio selection algorithm, the algorithm works well and shows good accuracy within Brazil. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that air mass trajectories provide a useful and reliable method for properly comparing boundary layer measurements made by CALIOP and ground-based systems and for better constraining measurements that can be widely separated in space and time.
